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THE spread of &dquo;welfare capitalism&dquo; after World War I and the growth of the
welfare state after 1935 are usually regarded as discrete episodes in U.S. history;
the former an ill-fated experiment in labor relations, the latter the opening salvo
of a Keynesian revolution in U.S. politics. To a greater degree than historians
have acknowledged, however, the Social Security Act of 1935 was the logical
culmination of a quarter-century battle over the scope and costs of industrial

welfare and a direct descendant of the anticompetitive business strategies of the
1920s. Along with reform and class pressures, the dynamics of U.S. capitalism
and federalism shaped the formative years of the U. S. welfare state. For employers
strapped by both business competition and sharply federated and inconsistent
business regulation, the standardization of employment-based welfare costs was
an important organizational goal.

Self-interest and competitive pressures animated private welfare initiatives
and the origins of public welfare policy. Throughout the 1920s, employers sought
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to escape the costs of private pensions, workers’ compensation, and unemploy-
ment insurance. Business anxiety reinforced broader social concerns (expressed
through unions and ballot boxes) that ensured that attempts to escape welfare
costs would require spreading those costs to other firms-by political means if
necessary-rather than abandoning existing commitments. In the individual
states, employers hoped welfare law would discipline marginal firms in locally
competitive industries and alleviate the burden of privately initiated but badly
planned welfare programs. With state welfare concentrated in the north, employ-
ers in these states, no matter whether they had supported state laws, lobbied for
a federal law as a means of forcing interstate competitors to share the costs of a
regulated market.

Generally scholars have ignored this interplay of federal, state, and industrial
politics and have understood welfare policy in abstract or functional terms. The
Social Security Act has been wheeled in as evidence of the state’s ability to
countervail the power of business; of the predominance of a technocratic, corpo-
ratist political synthesis; or of the state’s role in maintaining &dquo;legitimacy&dquo; (the
costly process of mediating or disguising class conflict And while the recent
debate over &dquo;state-centered&dquo; explanations of American welfare policy has
stressed the importance of state structures and business demands, it has stopped
short of fully exploring the competitive dimensions of markets and politics.

The &dquo;state-centered&dquo; account closely identified with the work of Theda
Skocpol has infused our understanding of U.S. welfare policy with a single
powerful premise: Institutions matter.2 I have drawn substantially from this
insight while trying to avoid serious weaknesses in its explanatory scope and its
application to U.S. politics. State-centered explanations generally equate the
importance of political rules and capacities with the importance or autonomy of
political actors. Following the premise that institutions do not just shape interests
but also have interests of their own, this account explains the relatively late bloom
of the U.S. welfare state as follows: In the absence of a skeletal social welfare

administration or of programmatic political parties, federal bureaucratic or parti-
san political interests found it difficult to initiate social policy. While this much
is undoubtedly true, developments outside the sphere of federal politics are largely
ignored. Most importantly, this view ignores the profusion of private welfare
plans that preceded public policy, underestimates the importance of state-level
legislation and competitive federalism, and dismisses private and state welfare
policies as symptoms of national administrative weakness rather than political
and regulatory forces in their own right. 3

A more familiar objection to the state-centered account follows from a
constructively cynical or &dquo;instrumental&dquo; view of politics. I have drawn particu-
larly, but with reservations, from Jill Quadagno’s study of the politics of old-age
pensions. Quadagno views the Social Security Act as a triumph of monopoly
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corporations seeking to create and regulate a tractable and mobile labor supply
(and, not incidentally, force nonmonopoly firms to bear the costs of this regula-
tion). This is an effective account of corporate interests and motives, but it is an

incomplete account of business interest in the tortuous progress of federal welfare

policy. It exaggerates the political power and prescience of a capital-intensive,
internationally oriented corporate elite and underestimates the importance of
politically anxious and intensely competitive business interests seeking stability
in state and federal politics.4

In short, the problem is less one of identifying the objectives or abilities of
political and private interests than it is of disaggregating &dquo;state&dquo; and &dquo;business,&dquo;
and exploring the dynamics of a federated polity and a competitive economy. This
article stresses the competitive logic of specific industries rather than the macro-
economic concerns of monopoly capital and the competitive logic of federalism
rather than the relative capacity or autonomy of state actors. This approach
recognizes both the immense political power of business and the fact that this
power is fragmented along industrial, competitive, and political lines. While
political choices may be decisively shaped by business interests, resulting policies
may fall far short (or even confound) business objectives. Federal welfare policy,
a longstanding goal of political and academic reformers, was encouraged by the
anxious and short-term objectives of some business interests; it also became the
immediate object of widespread business opposition. This apparent contradiction
reflected the constant tension between politics and markets and between local
rationality and global outcomes in a complex and competitive political economy.

Throughout the 1920s and early 1930s and in more recent debates over
national health insurance (in which business arguments for socialized costs and

competitive equality echo those of the 1920s), U.S. welfare policy has been, in
large part, a business measure in progressive clothing.5 Employers initiated
private welfare policies as a palliative to the &dquo;open-shop&dquo; drive of the 1920s.
Pressed by the costs and inconsistency of private welfare, these employers turned
policy into the regulatory channels of state and federal legislation. By tracing the
causal links between private welfare and the welfare state, I argue that the Social
Security Act was shaped as much by clear-and often mundane-economic goals
as it was by broadly defined class or state interests.6 This is best illustrated by
tracing federal policy to its roots, to the pattern and impact of state law and,
through the first decades of the century, to private experience with welfare
capitalism.

THE BUSINESS OF WELFARE: WELFARE CAPITALISM

Welfare capitalism was an integral thread of a wide-ranging and frantic
response to the complexity of twentieth-century labor relations. Welfare policies
were designed as practical and perceptual obstacles to unionization: Accompany-
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ing a monotonous pattern of strike breaking after 1919, they encouraged identi-
fication with the firm rather than with fellow employees and served as both a
superficial response to workers’ needs and a contract against further confronta-
tion. &dquo;Welfarism,&dquo; notes an historian of International Harvester, was &dquo;no more

than a veil spread over the unmet needs of Harvester workers.&dquo;7
As the Special Conference Committee (SCC-a secretive organization of

corporate labor relations executives) noted in 1920, private welfare held the
promise of &dquo;reducing labor turnover and increasing the interest of the employees
in the success of the company as a whole.&dquo; Employment benefits and wages
deferred to pensions, savings, or the ownership of company stock encouraged
workers to equate their own economic future with the prosperity and good favor
of their employers. &dquo;Many of you are now real ’partners’...because you have your
share of the ’surplus profits’,&dquo; the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company reminded
employees in 1920, and &dquo;your own selfish interest, now, demands that you protect
this business.&dquo; Employers designed welfare programs with their own needs
almost exclusively in mind and dismissed their costs as &dquo;efficiency expenses.&dquo;
Even housing and recreation programs were undertaken either to bind employees
or in response to the inability of municipalities to provide services during periods
of rapid industrial expansion. Not surprisingly, welfare capitalism and scientific
management, both focused on efficient and productive employment, were often
pursued simultaneously by the same firm. 8

Industrial welfare was concentrated in &dquo;open shop&dquo; mass-production firms
seeking to forestall unionization and regulate unwieldy workforces and in smaller
firms attempting to retain or attract skilled workers. Industries and firms cut plans
to fit their particular needs: The automobile industry, for example, experimented
with welfare as a means of stemming turnover before 1920 but abandoned their
programs as labor markets in Detroit softened after World War 1. 9Retailers and
consumer goods producers saw private pensions and unemployment insurance as
a partial solution to the collapse of purchasing power in the capital-intensive
economy of the 1920s. As Ernest Draper (vice-president of Hills Brothers and
later secretary of commerce) argued, income support and employment stabiliza-
tion were essential to &dquo;the continued success of large scale production, of quick
turnover and of installment buying.&dquo; 10 Banking and high-technology firms also
promoted welfare capitalism in part out of concerns with aggregate demand and
the economic and political threat of organized labor but primarily because
(whatever the putative benefits), as capital-intensive firms, they stood to bear few
if any of the costs. 11 This broad profile of &dquo;welfare&dquo; firms and industries shifted
constantly through the 1920s and 1930s. Employers viewed private and public
welfare in sharply material terms and capriciously abandoned or adopted the
trappings of welfare capitalism according to short-term calculations of costs and
benefits.
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For its part, organized labor understood employers’ motives and the condi-
tional and limited nature of benefits. Throughout the 1920s, unions consistently
opposed the introduction of employer-initiated welfare plans and, when plans
were introduced in union firms, fought to ensure that they would be administered
equitably. Before 1929, organized labor also opposed the passage of state or
federal welfare law. Although the latter position softened after 1929, unions
generally regarded employment benefits as bargainable rights, and resisted em-
ployer or political control over benefits and conditions. 12 This view underscored
the limits of welfare capitalism and complicated later efforts (by employers) to
politicize or socialize welfare costs.

While much of welfare capitalism (which denoted everything from baseball
leagues to bathroom tissue) represented little cost or commitment, those programs
that did entail real costs and benefits {including stock ownership plans, pensions,
workers’ compensation, and unemployment insurance) proved difficult either to
maintain or to abandon. As costs began outstripping benefits and welfare com-
mitments emerged as an element of competition, firms were forced to choose
between abandoning welfare programs (incurring the wrath of employees and
public opinion) or spreading their costs among competitors and consumers
through state and federal legislation. With little forethought, employers chose the
latter. A closer look at these private programs underlines the key reasons for this
preference: (1) Individual plans were justified and appraised in terms of their
direct returns to the company; (2) these returns were either too small or too
short-lived to allow any company to continue paying costs its competitors were
avoiding.

The motives and biases of industrial welfare are clearly visible in the stock
ownership plans initiated after 1919. Proponents advertised stock plans as guar-
antees of loyalty and efficiency, but their operation betrayed more mundane
concerns. For employers, the oversubscription of Liberty Bonds and the precedent
of financing such purchases through payroll deductions suggested an untapped
source of capital-the workers themselves. 13 As the SCC noted approvingly in
1923, General Electric had &dquo;cleverly devised&dquo; its stock plan to facilitate &dquo;its large
financing of public utilities and other corporations.&dquo; Plainly intended to raise
capital rather than redistribute ownership, only one-third of 496 plans studied in
1929 purchased stocks already on the market for their employees. Sale of stocks
to employees occurred primarily in expanding, nonunion industries: oil, new
technology (Bell, AT&T, and Kodak), utilities, steel products, and chemicals.
Retail, financial, and service sectors also participated with more limited plans
aimed at upper management

Most plans forced workers to pay for a block of stocks in installments, limiting
both control of stock and its resale. After early plans were rocked by speculation
and stock dumping in 1921, resale was commonly prohibited (undermining the
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rhetorical goal of making every worker a capitalist). Restricted voting also
increased the value of voting shares: &dquo;Diffusion of ownership,&dquo; as the National
Industrial Conference Board (NICB) noted, &dquo;means stability of control in the
hands of those small minorities which direct the management policies.&dquo; Install-
ment payment and wage or service restrictions further bound employees. An early
historian of U.S. Steel questioned &dquo;whether this is really a stock-owning plan or
simply a method of holding employees.&dquo; General Motors executives gave &dquo;pref-
erence to men who are in or are willing to join [the stock plan] when the time
comes to hire and fire,&dquo; and International Harvester introduced its plan with
characteristic audacity on the same day union leaders were fired. The importance
of stock plans, as one employer observed, was not the distribution of ownership
or dividends, but &dquo;the exact form of stock, the way it is paid for, the restriction
upon its sale, its relation to union membership and the like.&dquo;15

Industrial pensions as private experiments and as a spur to public policy were
the most important facet of welfare capitalism. Pension plans varied widely
between and within industries, but employers understood and justified them on
purely economic grounds (although their very existence underlined the degree to
which labor had become an ethical as well as a financial liability in business
competition). Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, employers initiated pension plans
in the hope of averting strikes and moderating labor turnover. With the exception
of early plans in the railroads and scattered craft union initiatives, pensions were
confined to unorganized industries and (seen as deferred wages) opposed by labor.
&dquo;Rarely, if ever,&dquo; concluded the author of an exhaustive 1929 study, &dquo;has the

inauguration of a pension plan come about as the result of demands from
employees.&dquo; 

16

As one management consultant noted, one immediate goal of private pensions
was to &dquo;purge the payroll.&dquo; Retirement of older employees, at least in the first
years of a plan, reduced payrolls because replacement wages were substantially
lower or positions were not filled. At Eastman Kodak, one-half of pensioned
employees were not replaced, while at the Pennsylvania Railroad redundancy ran
at about one-third &dquo;showing a distinct saving to the company.&dquo; In a detailed survey
of 302 workers pensioned at DuPont between 1923 and 1930, 39 positions were
scrapped, 89 were divided among existing employees, and 180 were filled by new
hiring-resulting for those years in a saving of $200 per pensioner. Such
economies were far from universal and became difficult to sustain as pension rolls
grew. Nevertheless such material considerations helped to justify the introduction
of pensions and induced many firms to pension commitments they would soon
regret.

Proponents saw private pensions primarily as a weapon against turnover and
unionization. Pensions were conditional on lengthy and uninterrupted service. At
International Harvester and U.S. Steel, pensions were maintained except &dquo;in case
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of misconduct on [the] part of beneficiaries.&dquo; Most firms (95 percent of an NICB
survey) required between 15 and 30 years of service for pension eligibility, a
requirement that met with some success. Skilled painters and trimmers sat out a
1920 strike at Studebaker in order to maintain benefits, and striking railroad
shopmen were lured back to work in 1922 when their accrued benefits were
threatened. Some plans even gave firms &dquo;first call upon the services of a retired
employee&dquo; for use as a strikebreaker. As Frank Vanderlip of National City Bank
noted, for a pension a worker &dquo;would sacrifice much of his personal liberty,
including his right to strike for better wages or shorter hours.&dquo;1 g

Two-thirds of pensions surveyed in 1925 were noncontributory and discre-
tionary, what one cynic dubbed the &dquo;if and maybe&dquo; pension. These provisions
allowed firms to abandon plans if costs outstripped benefits and ensured that
control of pension funds remained firmly in employer’s hands. Even contributory
plans rarely guaranteed payment: In 1929, only 10 percent of pensions obligated
companies to pay. When the Armour and Morris meatpacking firms merged in
1926, Morris employees lost all their pension benefits (save a callous offer from
Armour executives that allowed them to buy into the Armour plan at a prohibitive
price).19 The loyalty of those covered by noncontributory plans was effectively
purchased with a small percentage of payroll while those covered by contributory
plans found that a portion of their wage was conditional on servility and length
of service.

The distribution of private pensions fell along predictable lines. Almost half
were in nonunion manufacturing (steel, paper, chemicals, electrical, and ma-
chinery) with the remainder distributed among railroads, public utilities, banking,
and insurance. By 1935, 80 percent of workers in these sectors were covered by
private pensions (although less than 4 percent of male workers and 3 percent of
female workers ever met the underlying service requirements). Pensions were
more common in larger firms. The distinction between small and large firms,
however, was financial rather than ideological: Small firms were simply unwilling
to commit to the administration and costs of a pension plan. Regional distribution
of pensions followed that of the industries noted above and were rare or nonex-
istent in the south.20

Workers’ compensation developed as a gradual reaction to legal refinement
of the notion of employer liability and to what President Taft called &dquo;undue

emotional generosity on the part of the jury.&dquo; Under both a federal liability law
that applied primarily to the railroads and a variety of state laws, compensation
was sporadic and inadequate for injured workers. But reform followed the needs
of employers who found legal awards frighteningly unpredictable.21 As early as
1917, the NICB favored compensation &dquo;as a certain and speedy redress...against
the uncertain and expensive recovery through litigation.&dquo; Through compensation
plans, employers sought to pass liability on to the consumer as a predictable
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operating expense. &dquo;The American compensation system,&dquo; noted one legal ana-
lyst, &dquo;at the moment of creating the liability also created the means of relieving
the employer of the real burden of that liability.&dquo;22

Although workers’ compensation had a more complicated legal history than
that of other welfare policies, it betrayed important similarities.23 Plans were
organized along regional and industrial lines. Compensation and safety legislation
in the soft coal industry repeatedly broke apart on the rock of West Virginian
noncompliance. Textile capitalists in South Carolina strongly favored compensa-
tion legislation, but the lumber industry in the state voiced strong opposition
(feeling individual settlements with its black workforce would be less costly). The
industry-specific nature of compensation was repeatedly challenged as a violation
of &dquo;equal protection&dquo; as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment, but as state
law replaced private uncertainty, the regulatory focus of the law remained
central. 24

Unemployment insurance was the most limited of private welfare programs.
No more than 16 plans existed between 1916 and 1934. In 1928, only 3 companies
were contributing in any substantial sense to unemployment plans, and in 1931,
only 50,000 workers were covered. Unemployment insurance was intended not
to relieve the jobless but rather to regulate employment by compelling continuous
employment and curtailing the freedom of fly-by-night competitors. As one
employer observed, the point was &dquo;not so much to give workers compensation
for lack of employment as to punish the seasonal manufacturer.&dquo; Most plans were
noncontributory in order to avoid any implication that employees had a legal right
to reserves (although employers and employees alike viewed benefits as deferred
wages rather than insurance). Such private guarantees of employment were
notoriously undependable and, as one observer noted, &dquo;tend to collapse when they
are most needed.&dquo; Executives at Leeds & Northrup observed with characteristic
perception (in the spring of 1929) that their unemployment insurance plan seemed
secure &dquo;unless a Depression came upon us very suddenly

The most important industrial unemployment plans of the interwar era were
in the New York, Chicago, Rochester, and Cleveland garment industries. (In the
latter, the insurance plan cut the number of competing firms from 33 to 15.) The
Rochester plan reflected the concerns of both the savagely competitive needle
trades and employers of skilled labor in the optical (Bausch & Lomb) and
photographic industries. Both the Rochester (under the tutelage of Louis Kirstein
of Filene’s and of Marion Folsom of Eastman-Kodak) and the Chicago (under
clothing giant Hart, Schaffner and Marx) plans allowed employers to draw upon
their own contributions to a central fund and reduced those contributions as firms

demonstrated their ability to maintain stable payrolls. These plans were under-
taken with union cooperation and underlined the distinct biases of U.S. social
insurance: While European plans placed the burden of unemployment insurance
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on large firms through payroll taxes, the burden of U.S. plans fell, quite pointedly,
on marginal firms. 26

Company unemployment plans were scattered in small manufacturing firms
seeking to smooth over seasonal fluctuations in supply and demand and retain
their skilled workers. These firms were usually producers of essential consumer
goods (and able to turn stable demand into stable employment) or producers of
small, nonperishable goods (and able to produce for inventory). A 1929 Senate
survey identified plans in three north-eastern fine paper plants, two New York
fabric finishers, two midwestern soap, oil, and wax processors, a midwestem

cannery, a New York diamond finisher, and a Pennsylvania laboratory instrument
manufacturer. Perhaps the most celebrated (and representative) plan of the
interwar era was at General Electric (GE). In 1924 and 1925, GE workers clearly
understood the costs and benefits of unemployment insurance and rejected
company plans. And in the early 1930s, as GE President Gerard Swope advertised
his company’s initiatives during the debate over social security, he admitted that
employment &dquo;assurance&dquo; was offered only at GE’s incandescent lamp plant,
&dquo;where merchandise can be made up for stock, which is not subject to changes in
design or fashion

Throughout the 1920s and early 1930s, private unemployment insurance was
widely considered but not widely introduced. Unlike pensions (which could
directly benefit individual firms), unemployment insurance was only effective
when enacted on an industry-wide basis. As early as 1922, coal firms saw
unemployment insurance as a means of shaking out marginal competition, but
realized that such plans would not work &dquo;unless all the mines in the country are
brought under one agreement.&dquo; By 1930, advocates acknowledged that private
plans were doomed &dquo;unless the officers of the business men’s associations will
hold themselves responsible for making all their members adopt this voluntary
unemployment insurance.&dquo; While employers appreciated its regulatory potential,
the inauguration of industry-wide unemployment insurance posed serious collec-
tive action problems. Firms that stood to benefit from industrial plans were unable
to initiate or enforce them; marginal or seasonal firms that stood to bear the costs
of such plans were unlikely to do so voluntarily. Finally private unemployment
insurance fell far short of the income support sought by the producers and
distributors of consumer products: The &dquo;worst feature&dquo; of private, voluntary plans
complained one retailer, &dquo;is that it does not permit the unemployed to live on a
scale which is of any use to business.&dquo;2g

THE WELFARE OF BUSINESS: THE ORIGINS OF STATE WELFARE

Welfare capitalism buttressed the business offensive of the 1920s. As capital
displaced workers and unionization fell to prewar levels, manufacturing wages
rose only 6 percent and only a steady decline in farm prices kept nonunion wages
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near 1914 levels. International Harvester for one attributed its ability to suppress
wages largely to its welfare policies.29 Yet despite these tangible benefits, welfare
plans (especially pensions and unemployment insurance) were losing their ap-
peal. For employers, neither mounting costs and liabilities nor the advantages
reaped by competitors without welfare obligations were calculated or anticipated.
Labor and reform interests in turn kept employers from backing off their commit-
ments and steered business discontent with the burden of costs and competitive
disadvantage toward a political solution that would disperse the costs and main-
tain the benefits of private welfare.

Industrial welfare peaked long before 1929. Pensions reached their height of
popularity by 1920; stock plans never recovered from the panic of 1921; unem-
ployment insurance fared badly in 1921 and again in 1924-1925; and workers’
compensation began feeling the pinch of high premiums in the early 1920s.
Although welfare benefits rarely exceeded 2 percent of payroll, the costs of
maintaining private plans became increasingly burdensome through the 1920s
and early 1930s. The DuPont Company, neither a leader nor a laggard in welfare
policy, saw its welfare costs jump from $2 million and 3 percent of payroll in
1930, to nearly $5 million and 5 percent of payroll by 1934. 30 Pension liabilities
ballooned with each year’s retirement; unanticipated costs (such as legal awards)
continued to rankle; and regional disparity in a competitive economy made any
costs seem weighty.

Despite promises of efficiency and savings, private pensions proved an
expensive gamble. As one employer admitted, &dquo;we started this pension system
with very little knowledge what it would cost...and the financial side of it was a
real embarrassment.&dquo; By NICB estimates, &dquo;many companies found themselves
seriously embarrassed by their pension obligations,&dquo; and the SCC thought it
&dquo;unlikely that the ill-considered liberality of some of the older pension plans will
ever be repeated.&dquo; From 1928 to 1931, aggregate pension costs increased by half
and liabilities swelled to over $2 billion. Firms such as DuPont complained that
their pension plans were &dquo;financially unsound&dquo; and &dquo;too elastic and indefinite.&dquo;
At the Pennsylvania Railroad, pension costs grew from 1.5 percent of net

operating income in 1916 to almost 5 percent by 1924; for all railroads, costs (as
a percentage of payroll) doubled between 1920 and 1924. As one observer noted,
private pensions &dquo;will ultimately result in a level of payments that no company
can bear if it is competing with companies who do not have such charges.&dquo;31

Employers adapted new and existing pensions to new financial and legal
realities. While early plans had been discretionary, increasingly, as one industrial
advisor reasoned, a &dquo;large company... under any public scrutiny&dquo; was morally and
legally bound to honor pension agreements. As workers made a series of legal
claims to noncontributory pension funds through the 1920s, the courts drifted
toward acceptance of private pensions as a contractual right rather than (as
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employers claimed) discretionary compensation. Without the assurance that
workers had no &dquo;vested right&dquo; to pension funds, employers moved away from
noncontributory plans. After 1923, new pension plans were overwhelmingly
contributory and insured. In turn, many employers pared back their programs or
simply stopped notifying workers or their dependents of pension eligibility.32

In 1925, the National Civic Federation (NCF) sponsored a conference on the
funding crisis of private pensions. The large insurers that dominated the NCF
Welfare Department claimed that employers &dquo;had given no more attention [to
pensions] than they [had] to the purchase of lead pencils,&dquo; and urged firms to seek
private actuarial backing (largely as a defense against state insurance). To the
palpable dismay of insurers, however, the NCF campaign alienated more employ-
ers (who resented being reminded of their ill-considered pension commitments)
than it attracted. In addition, payroll costs often paled beside private insurance
premiums. The NCF debate was revealing if inconclusive: Insurers belittled
company and state pensions, many employers (notably GE and AT&T) resented

the &dquo;embarrassing&dquo; legal and moral baggage of their plans, and a resigned
majority hoped to spread the costs (in the words of John Raskob of General Motors
and DuPont) by &dquo;making [pension] plans compulsory throughout industry as
rapidly as it was practicable.&dquo;33 3

Although not as widespread or costly as pensions, other welfare programs felt
the crunch of bad planning and competition. Experience with workers’ compen-
sation depended on the vagaries of liability law, the local legal system, and the
occupational risks of given jobs. For many employers, however, the attempt to
limit liability through compensation plans was unsuccessful-in part, as Penn-
sylvania Railroad executives noted, due to the &dquo;disinclination of employees to
accept compensation in serious cases of liability and the greater activity of
negligence case lawyers... making a specialty of actions under the federal law.&dquo;
With premiums climbing steadily, private insurance of compensation did little to
alleviate the uncertainty. Stock ownership plans never recovered from the depres-
sion of 1921, and whatever their motives, few could coax employee confidence
after 1929. &dquo;[I]t will be a long time,&dquo; observed Fortune in 1933, &dquo;before wage
earners will believe wholeheartedly in stock values again.&dquo;34

Finally while rare as a private initiative, unemployment insurance was
quickly caught up in debates over the dilemmas of private welfare. Unemploy-
ment insurance (especially for employers who had formalized private plans or
tried to minimize their share of the unemployment burden after 1929) became the
cornerstone of business-sponsored welfare law. Employers borrowed heavily
from the logic used by reformers and welfare capitalists arguing for a socialization
of pensions. While &dquo;[t]he universal adoption of [unemployment] plans present
serious obstacles,&dquo; argued the SCC, &dquo;for the protection of employers in general,
and to equalize cost burdens among competitors, there probably will be need for
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funds built up and administered under the direction of public authorities.&dquo; In all
respects, private welfare initiatives were doomed as long as individual firms bore
the costs inequitably. Following &dquo;the unsatisfactory experience of private fund-
ing,&dquo; as one observer concluded, &dquo;financial expediency may demand that [wel-
fare] rest on the taxing power of the state.&dquo; 35

Inspired in part by genuine political concern for working conditions and social
stability, state welfare law also reflected three distinctly business concerns: the
spiraling costs of private plans, competition in specific industries, and the collapse
of purchasing power in a stagnant economy. By the late 1920s, industry leaders
were pressing for legislation that would ease the moral and fiscal burden of private
plans and impose higher and less flexible labor costs on competitors. Once such
political solutions were raised, the compass of industrial welfare narrowed to
exclude stock ownership plans (which had little impact on competition) and
workers’ compensation (which hinged on liability and risk in given industries)
and expanded to include wage and hour legislation.36 Most employers, pressed
by the costs of privately initiated welfare or resentful of the competitive advantage
enjoyed by firms without welfare plans, framed their political demands loosely
and did not explicitly direct arguments for socializing welfare costs at either
federal or state legislatures. But easier access to state politics and constitutional
constraints on federal action channeled business discontent toward state capitals.
As welfare capitalism collapsed under the weight of its costs and contradictions,
states provided the first political support.

The competitive disadvantages and costs of private welfare discouraged the
most ardent welfare capitalists. But rather than simply dumping their pension and
unemployment programs (which some did anyway), most preferred to force
competitors, consumers, and taxpayers to pick up the tab. This strategy reflected
the regulatory utility of legislated welfare (especially unemployment insurance)
and the legal and moral obligations implied by existing policies (especially
pensions). &dquo;If at this time... it should become publicly known that a change will
be made in the pension plan,&dquo; reasoned one employer, &dquo;a veritable avalanche of

criticism will inevitably follow, and undoubtedly will have a most serious effect
on the public attitude toward this [company].,,37 Employer strategies also re-
flected the threat of organized labor: While they were ambivalent about the
inauguration of company-dominated plans, unions opposed any attempt to duck
commitments or shuffle their costs to workers.

While state pensions were supported by firms that had initiated private
pensions and now sought to spread the costs of those plans to their competitors,
this reasoning did not spawn any business consensus on the issue. Smaller local
firms (who would bear the burden of state plans) and firms competing interstate
(who feared market losses to low-wage states) strongly opposed state pensions.
Employers were also forced to respond to the efforts of reform and labor interests
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(most notably the United Mine Workers in Pennsylvania and UMW-Fraternal
Order of Eagles coalitions in Ohio and Illinois) to pass their own state pension
laws. These efforts were defeated or diluted by state business organizations, and
county options rendered progressive state laws largely inoperative. The threat

posed by reform and labor initiatives, however, did press employers to draft and
support &dquo;business-minded&dquo; alternatives.

State unemployment insurance was favored by business interests who had
successfully stabilized their (usually skilled) workforces or had been able to
include self-insurance or &dquo;merit ratings&dquo; in prospective legislation. As early as
1924, the Ohio Manufacturers’ Association supported state unemployment insur-
ance, primarily because major firms (including National Cash Register and the
leaders of the Dayton and Cleveland garment industries) already had plans and
could self-insure under the proposed law. In turn, firms that had tried to stabilize
employment (usually far short of insurance) welcomed the opportunity to spread
the costs of these plans. As one Wisconsin employer reasoned, influential em-
ployers &dquo;already had in their establishments a form of unemployment insurance
which they introduced voluntarily, and in order to get other manufacturers to get
in line, they naturally supported a law which made it compulsory for all manu-
facturers to adopt some form of unemployment insurance.&dquo;39

Support for pension and unemployment programs also came from specific
industries. Canning, for example, faced local competition and markets and an
unstable seasonal supply. As a Massachusetts canner noted in 1920, &dquo;all employ-
ers seem willing to submit to a fair advance [in wages and benefits], provided all
in the industry [are] placed on the same basis.&dquo; Such regulation would also limit
the seasonal entry of small competitors. The Canner’s League of California argued
that the effect of the State Welfare Commission &dquo;has been to bring up the ’low
end’ and in doing so has served to place competition on a better basis.&dquo; Leaders
of other locally competitive sectors echoed these sentiments. When New York
proposed a dry cleaning safety code, as Frances Perkins recalled, &dquo;dry cleaners
adopted it... for themselves before the Department of Labor had time to adopt it
as a law.&dquo; Welfare capitalists suffering local competition &dquo;repeatedly empha-
size[d] the variation between factories&dquo; and pressed for legislated, uniform
welfare provisions. As Ernest Draper argued, industrial stability seemed impossi-
ble unless such programs were &dquo;uniformly required of all business concerns by
state legislation

State law was less consistently favored by firms facing local and interstate

competition as this created as many problems as it purported to solve. While
northern textile interests attempted to standardize state welfare law on one front
(such as child labor), many were strong supporters of state and municipal
legislation (which replicated the interstate dilemma} on another front. Competi-
tion in the needle trades sparked numerous municipal unemployment insurance
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plans and the first state unemployment law (Wisconsin). Competition in the
soft-coal industry encouraged both state and federal action, although state safety
law mitigated local competition at the expense of interstate conditions. In the food
and retail industries, stable demand allowed firms to pass welfare costs on to
consumers provided that such costs increased for all competitors. Retailers had
the added incentive of a general hike in wages (demand) and invariably led the
battles to take wages and welfare out of competition in their respective states.41

Experience with private insurance strengthened business support of state law.
While liability law and the costs of private welfare had made insurance necessary,
commercial premiums were unpredictable and onerous, and firms increasingly
turned to the states.42 Here, too, the logic of the various welfare programs
diverged. Insurance of pension plans meant simply that commercial insurers took
over the administration of pensions and provided employers predictable costs
based on actuarial financing. Unemployment insurance, however, was a newer
and far less certain risk. Private insurers were largely unsuccessful (most notably
in New York) in revising state insurance law in such a way that would allow them
to underwrite unemployment in firms or industries. Overall, employers sought
state plans as an escape from high premiums; insurers opposed only state

insurance monopolies and strongly supported state-mandated insurance that
resulted in lower premiums from a vastly increased market. Insurers lobbied
eagerly for unemployment insurance unless it became clear that the state would
control funding at which they responded testily that employment was &dquo;uninsur-
able.&dquo;43

Industrial structure and competitive conditions produced many inconsisten-
cies in state welfare law and its business support. Depending on prevailing
patterns of labor relations and welfare policy, many firms that proved willing to
support specific welfare programs (such as mandatory pensions or unemployment
insurance) objected to political efforts that combined such programs in omnibus
&dquo;welfare&dquo; laws. Others objected on distinctive competitive or regional grounds:
Pacific canners, for example, were relatively isolated from competition and found
welfare law less burdensome than did their eastern counterparts (although large
firms in both regions favored state or federal law as a means of driving out
seasonal competitors). Many relatively concentrated industries, such as cigar-
making, balked at state legislation that would leave out-of-state competitive
fringes untouched. And state legislation was foresworn by even its initial propo-
nents when it threatened interstate markets. Opposition to state welfare also came
from those who feared an increase in manufacturing taxes, those who (while not
opposed to welfare policies) preferred the flexibility of private control and, of
course, those small competitors who were the target of regulatory welfare law.~

At the same time, public pensions and unemployment insurance were also
longstanding goals of political and academic reformers in many states. Yet while
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these reformers were certainly more judicious and consistent on the welfare issue,
their political influence was circumscribed by the objectives and anxieties of
business interests. Many &dquo;reform&dquo; interests (the American Association for Labor
Legislation, the American Association for Social Security, and legislators such as
La Follette of Wisconsin or Wagner of New York) had longstanding ties to state
business interests and often served merely as articulate voices for the regulatory
programs of industries and firms. And while maverick reformers had advocated

public pensions and unemployment insurance since the turn of the century, state
laws were not seriously considered until their utility to business interests was well
established. Finally, state laws (drafted by industrial, political, and reform inter-
ests whose goals and political muscle varied considerably from state to state)
merely raised the political stakes. The resulting patchwork of state-level legisla-
tion pressed national (political and economic) interests to search for a federal
solution that would achieve the regulatory benefits of public welfare while
avoiding the costs of inconsistent and potentially radical state law.

THE FEDERAL DIMENSION: ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL COMPETITION

State pension and unemployment legislation loosely reflected business goals,
but also created its own political and economic problems. Just as firms with
welfare policies found themselves at a competitive disadvantage in the later years
of welfare capitalism, progressive states (and firms in those states) bore the
economic burden of disparate and uncoordinated state law. By the late 1920s, the
competitive strategies of firms were overlaid with the competitive strategies of
states and regions, and disparity in state law joined cutthroat competition as a
central concern of both industrialists and politicians.

Geographically, state legislation echoed the distribution of private welfare.
State pensions were proposed in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey
before World War I, and in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York in virtually
every legislative session after 1919. Pennsylvania passed the first state pension
plan in 1923-three years before any southern state even considered the issue.
By 1932, 17 states (all in the north) had pension laws. Unemployment insurance

passed only in Wisconsin before 1935, but there was a distinct regional alignment
to the agitation for legislation. Between 1916 and 1930, 24 bills were tabled in 6
northern states, while 1 made it to the order paper in the south. Of 161 bills

proposed in the next 3 years, 128 were in the northeast. In the first 8 months of
1933, bills passed at least 1 house in 5 northern and two western states. 46 While
private and state unemployment insurance was not widespread enough to affect
industrial or interstate competition, the threat of inconsistent legislation was a
constant worry for employers in northern industrial and &dquo;welfare&dquo; states.

Regional competition was exacerbated by legal and practical variations in
state law. Newer pension laws were contributory, insured, and placed fewer
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conditions on eligibility. Legislated and prospective unemployment insurance
laws were starkly dissimilar: The Wisconsin law (dismissed bitterly by reformers
as &dquo;a business bill&dquo;) and an American Association for Labor Legislation (AALL)
proposal awarded employers incentives based on their track record under the law;
draft bills in Michigan and Ohio based merit ratings on existing conditions in the
industry; and all provided for different methods of pooling employer contribu-
tions. Federal legislation seemed the only escape from this &dquo;maddening diversity
of benefits.&dquo; Employers and reformers (for their own reasons) pressed for com-
pulsory state pension and unemployment laws and less certainly for a constitu-
tional amendment that would facilitate a federal law. After 1933, industrial
advisors to the National Recovery Administration agreed that, given the inequities
of state plans, &dquo;federal legislation probably is necessary

The sharpest political confrontation over welfare law was between north and
south as the latter strove to protect its isolated, low-wage labor market. Market
forces did little to integrate labor markets in the interwar years: While national
manufacturing employment fell 9 percent from 1919 to 1927, it rose by the same
amount in the south. World War I raised southern wages to 73 percent of those in
the north, but by 1927 southern wages stood at 60 percent of northern wages
(lower than they had been in 1913). While few southern states had legislated
welfare, fewer still took the provisions of their laws seriously-specifically
excepting key industries from wage and welfare law and &dquo;protecting&dquo; few
workers. 48 Inadequate enforcement of existing laws and the absence of pension,
unemployment, or compensation plans (coupled with low levels of unionization)
placed the south in stark opposition to northem industry and its organizational
efforts.49

Inconsistent regulation was a consistent threat to competitive conditions.
Firms feared both the prospect of competing on unequal terms in interstate
commerce and the fiscal irresponsibility or potential radicalism of state govern-
ments. While many exploited inconsistencies in state law (the Pennsylvania
Railroad opted in and out of state worker’s compensation plans according to an
ongoing comparison of costs), the burden of multiple reporting and operating on
a &dquo;litigious borderland&dquo; hammered home the benefits of federal law. Economic
competition and uneven state law generated a profusion of economic and political
strategies. For northern &dquo;welfare&dquo; states, specific industries remained the basic
unit of regulation, and the utility of uniform labor costs encouraged those states
to fight for federal legislation rather than for the relaxation of their own laws. 50

The specter of interstate competition not only pressed those who had passed
laws to lobby for federal intervention but also discouraged the passage of further
state-level welfare laws. As Justice Hugo Black concluded: &dquo;Individual states
cannot and will not pass protective laws...if the manufacturers of other states are
free to gain competitive advantage.&dquo; Here the &dquo;all or nothing&dquo; strategy of northern
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employers paralleled the goals of labor and reform interests-all of whom
supported federal law especially as interstate competitive conditions stalled the
progress of social legislation in the north. The motives of &dquo;backward&dquo; southern
states were, of course, quite the opposite. As welfare capitalism in northern firms
became welfare policy in northern states, the absence of such legislation in the
south became a cherished political and economic advantage. 5 I

Business strategies were determined by the relationship between the legisla-
tive atmosphere of certain states and the competitive conditions of certain
industries. Employers perceived the regulatory potential of uniform labor costs
in two ways. Attention to product markets suggested that legislation should be
uniform in those states in which competing firms were located. In the coal
industry, for example, legislative unity could be pursued in the states that
comprised the &dquo;Central Competitive Field&dquo; (the older, largely unionized mining
region of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois). Unfortunately, manufactur-
ing firms were more or less (according to investment in fixed costs and depen-
dence on local resources or markets) able to flee burdensome legislation. Atten-
tion to labor markets suggested that legislation should reflect initiatives in
bordering states. This at least held out the potential of controlling regional labor
cost, although it stopped short of addressing interstate and interregional business
competition.

Labor-intensive and regionally competitive industries were the first to be-
moan regional disparity in welfare law. In textiles, a steady migration of looms
and spindles from the north (which faced stricter wage and hour laws and a share
of the tax burden of burgeoning state welfare systems) had made federal welfare
standards a longstanding goal of northern mills. In the needle trades, the organi-
zational weakness of the employers themselves forced those paying higher costs
(large northern urban firms) to lobby for uniformity where costs diverged most
sharply: in wages and welfare. While welfare costs were not a major cost for most
competitors, mandated unemployment insurance or pensions could destroy the
ability of &dquo;gypsy&dquo; contractors to compete at all. In soft coal, plummeting demand,
high fixed costs, and volatile levels of organization among both capital and labor
left southern states dragging their heels over industry-wide welfare law. Accord-
ingly, uniform safety and compensation costs were dominant concerns of northern
operators, and early federal discussion of unemployment insurance was inspired
in part by the prospect of rationalizing competition by compelling continuous
operation.52

As the 1920s wore on, large producers in some competitive labor-intensive
industries relied on unions themselves to regulate and enforce uniform labor
standards. Certainly one of the roles of the union in this sense was to enforce not
only uniform wages but also adherence by all competitors to state or industry
welfare policy. This was important in the garment trades where sweatshop
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contractors rocked local competition and in the textile industry, where southern
textile states had assiduously avoided either welfare legislation or the sincere
administration of labor law. In the coal industry, although operators focused on
the United Mine Workers as the principal means of regulating labor costs, welfare
law remained an important alternative especially after the defeat of the union in
the competitive scramble of the mid-1920s.53 And for these industries and others,
union-based regulation was only as strong as the unions themselves. Both union
weakness and the attendant risks of unionization (&dquo;sticky&dquo; labor costs and loss of
managerial authority) discouraged employers from consistently pursuing regula-
tion through collective bargaining.

National welfare legislation emerged as the logical solution for industries tom
by competition and federated welfare law.54 As a congressional advisor argued,
&dquo;these acts are not health or safety laws but business laws to eliminate unfair
competition between states.&dquo;55 Fragmented labor-intensive industries and small
firms relying on skilled labor (including many of the seedbeds of welfare
capitalism) preferred federal standards to the heavy hand of unions or the
inconsistent grip of state law. Federal welfare, however, faced both legal and
practical obstacles. Constitutional law allowed only limited federal regulation of
interstate commerce, and throughout the 1920s, the courts had pointedly limited
federal welfare initiatives. Many firms sought simply to stem regional competi-
tion that invariably came from neighboring states with similar industrial profiles.
Due to constitutional and regional considerations, experiments in interstate co-
operation preceded federal action.

States had experimented with interstate regulatory cooperation in the progres-
sive era, and renewed their efforts in response to the interwar disparity in welfare
law. A lengthy study of state welfare law sponsored by the Associated Industries
of New York was predicated on cooperation among leading industrial states,
which, excepting California and Missouri, bordered each other in the northeast.
Franklin Roosevelt tried to &dquo;stimulate collective action&dquo; on wages and benefits
at a Governor’s Conference in 1929, but for the most part, interstate cooperation
was confined to narrower problems among small groups of states. Interstate
compacts were pursued through loosely knit industrial and political organizations
such as the NCF, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws, the New England Council, the Association for the Coordination of Law
and Industry, and the Rockefeller-financed AALL.56

Throughout the 1920s, regional agreements were pursued explicitly in north-
ern states through legislative cooperation and implicitly in southern states through
maintenance of a low-wage economy. Interstate agreements, however, existed in
a constitutional no-man’s-land and were rarely binding. Attempts to integrate the
northeast collided with the legislative agendas of specific industries. While large
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firms in Ohio or Pennsylvania favored uniformity with their industrial neighbors,
mining interests in these states had to contend with southern operators. In 1919,
legislators from Oregon, Washington, California, and British Columbia con-
cluded a futile effort to set standards with no choice but to &dquo;urge federal
regulation&dquo; of wages and welfare. Agreements among northern states did little for
those competing with the south, and international competition in some sectors
and border states eroded support for any regulation. Inequitable state law and the
futility of interstate agreements were so apparent by the early 1930s that state and
industrial commissions lobbied directly for federal law. The Massachusetts Com-
mittee on Old Age Pensions, for example, openly rejected the steppingstone of
voluntary interstate co-operation and pressed for a federal pension law in 1934. S7

Before 1935, federal welfare initiatives were few and far between. Civil War

pensions, federal authority over the District of Columbia, and wage standards for
government employees or government contracts were all seen as potential seed-
beds for national standards. A more promising constitutional foot-in-the-door was
provided by federal regulation of the railroads. Under the Transportation Act of
1920 and the Railway Labor Act of 1926, federal administrators and railway
executives clearly established the benefits of uniform labor standards and the
former encountered few political or constitutional obstacles in meeting the
regulatory demands of leading railroads. 58 But such initiatives had little impact.
In peacetime, federal employment and contracts lacked the economic power to
drive policy. Regulatory law for the District of Columbia (with its limited

industrial base) had little influence. And the operation of the railroads was so
intertwined with federal rate regulation that pressure for legislation met with an
immediate response and resulted in a run of discretionary laws for the railroadsalone rather than in the germ of any general legislation.5

Beyond these areas, federal welfare policy was interpreted by the courts and
its opponents as an attempt to regulate state industry under the guise of the
interstate commerce clause-an argument set forth in the decision overturning
the Federal Child Labor Act of 1916. In the wake of this setback, federal business
and political interests began crafting the legal basis for the Social Security Act.
As early as 1924, federal enforcement of national standards through uniform state
law and conditional grants in aid was suggested as an end run around constitu-
tional restrictions. 60 Legal precedent effectively collapsed with the economy in
1929, and although federal law did not follow quickly or without legal challenge,
the Depression allowed proponents of federal welfare-including many business
interests-to steal the constitutional high ground from recalcitrant business and
political factions.
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THE ORIGINS OF SOCIAL SECURITY

The Depression thrust welfare into the spotlight of state and federal politics.
Massive unemployment and the bankruptcy of local relief agencies spurred
numerous state welfare laws. Organized labor abandoned its traditionally volun-
tarist and skeptical approach to social insurance.61 Reform and labor initiatives
in the states, however, were swamped by business pressures for a federal welfare
law. Employers with private pension plans or in states that had passed pension
laws, continued pushing for a federal law. Business pressure for a federal
unemployment insurance law also increased. Any firm or industry operating its
own plan was anxious to be relieved of the costs, and more importantly, leading
employers sought to stem any advance in state-level law. Even amid the wide-
spread misery of the early 1930s, business managed to keep employment-based
welfare within the regulatory channels established in the 1920s.

While relief from private pensions and inconsistent state pension law had
been a goal of welfare capitalists since the early 1920s, unemployment insurance
took center stage in welfare debates after 1929. Only five states had unemploy-
ment insurance laws by 1935 (and all except Wisconsin’s were passed within
weeks of the Social Security Act), but the threat of genuinely progressive state
law and &dquo;radically different requirements&dquo; from state to state pressed employers
to bypass further state-level experiments and lobby for a comprehensive federal
law. &dquo;Partial adoption of unemployment insurance would make cost burdens
unequal among competitors,&dquo; cautioned Roosevelt’s advisers, &dquo;to meet these

difficulties and to supplement voluntary adoption of unemployment compensa-
tion plans, employers should be required by legislation to make some provision
for unemployment reserves.&dquo;62

After 1929, pressure for relief from the ravages of both Depression and
cutthroat competition multiplied. For their part, employers were of three minds
regarding the passage of a federal pension and unemployment insurance law.
Welfare capitalists and leading firms in competitive industries continued to lobby
for a federal law that would relieve them of the costs of private and state plans,
and regulate competition by imposing higher labor costs on competitors. Con-
versely small firms and political and economic interests in the low-wage south
resisted efforts to socialize and nationalize the costs of industrial welfare. And a

substantial number of northern and southern employers, many of whom had
considerable clout in state and local circles but less certain status in federal

politics, reasoned that &dquo;if the flood is upon us, then let us seek to direct the
channels and save as much destruction as possible.&dquo;63 In this respect, the passage
of state laws significantly broadened business support for a federal law: Even
those for whom pension or unemployment law promised few material or regula-
tory returns were likely to support a federal initiative once programs were
imposed or threatened in the states.
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Throughout 1930 and 1931, business interest in federal welfare was focused

through Congress and a network of business-dominated advisory committees.
Senator Robert Wagner (D, N.Y.) served as a Congressional conduit for proposals
drafted by the AALL; the Hebert Committee on Unemployment flirted with
uniform state legislation compelled by federal taxes (foreshadowing the Social
Security Act); and business leaders, in part through the President’s Organization
on Unemployment Relief, began &dquo;a quiet study of the best compulsory insurance
laws&dquo; in preparation for a comprehensive federal law. The broadest argument for
federal law came from GE’s Gerard Swope in testimony before the Senate
Committee on Manufacturers. As part of a wide-ranging plea for trade association
autonomy and the revision of antitrust law, Swope proposed a sweeping system
of federal pensions, workers’ compensation, and unemployment insurance. 64

Swope clearly appreciated the regulatory potential of federal welfare. &dquo;If you
wait for state legislation,&dquo; he argued, &dquo;you are bound to have different laws
enacted in different states, with, therefore, varying burdens upon the industries
who have to compete with each other across state lines.&dquo; The solution was a

federal law that would compel uniform business policy. &dquo;I think it is impossible
to get 100 percent acceptance on [a] voluntary basis, even in as enlightened an

industry as the electrical manufacturing industry,&dquo; Swope added, &dquo;if, therefore,
you want to have some plan of stabilization of industry...you must have some
form of Federal legislation.&dquo;65 The welfare provisions of the Swope Plan reflected
the goals and premises of welfare capitalism and remained at the core of debate
over public welfare policy.

The passage of the National Recovery Act (NRA) in 1933 cut short the federal
welfare debate, but included (in its collective bargaining provision, Section 7a) a
similarly premised attempt to regulate labor costs. Section 7a was supported by
a few competitive sectors that sought the internal discipline of unionization and
by capital-intensive sectors for whom the benefits of higher wages outweighed
the indirect costs. As a means of regulating labor costs, however, the NRA left
much to be desired. Most firms had little use for labor standards when (as implied
by Section 7a) they were enforced by unions. The automobile industry dissented
strongly and the steel industry dusted off its company unions in cynical compli-
ance.66 While collective bargaining was strengthened in some sectors, wages and
benefits were still determined by the limited bargaining power of workers in a
depressed economy. And under the codes drafted for each industry, wage differ-
entials between north and south were more often frozen than closed. In the end,
the NRA simply strengthened the conviction that employers in the same industry
should establish terms of competition &dquo;subject to federal government supervision
[and] in line with the NRA principle that employers... should agree on standard
minimum labor costs.&dquo;67
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Throughout the tenure of the NRA, employers continued to consider busi-
ness-minded federal welfare law on its own merits and as a defense against more
radical proposals by organized labor and state reformers. In 1934, a business-led
Committee on Economic Security (CES) reworked the Swope Plan, hoping that
&dquo;standards for all states in such a federal co-operative system would furnish the
bottom below which there must be no chiseling or exploitation.&dquo; The CES
complained that the Swope Plan left marginal firms unchecked (by exempting
those who employed under 50 workers) and perpetuated the nagging contradic-
tion between voluntarism and effective regulation (by focusing on trade associa-
tions). Throughout 1934, employers were divided between a plan of federal taxes
and grants in aid designed to establish state-to-state uniformity and a congres-
sional plan (favored by Senator Wagner) that gave more leeway to the states and
&dquo;secure[d] uniformity where uniformity is essential, namely the equalization of
competitive costs.&dquo; Most agreed, however, that industrial regulation was the
central premise of federal welfare. Wagner observed &dquo;some considerable senti-
ment for the enactment of a single and uniform national system&dquo; and saw the
removal of &dquo;competitive advantage&dquo; enjoyed by firms or states without welfare
costs as the basic purpose of the Act. 68

Although the Social Security Act (SSA) included provisions forabroad range
of aid and relief, the pension and unemployment insurance programs were central.
Both were keyed to industrial labor markets (as a compromise with southern
Democrats, domestic and agricultural labor were excluded) and provided relief
only incidentally to their regulatory functions.69 While much of the business
debate over welfare law throughout the 1920s had focused on pensions, the new
federal law leaned heavily on the regulatory potential of the unemployment
program. Despite the fact that only Wisconsin had passed an unemployment law
before 1935, many more states were actively considering legislation (which in
some cases had passed one house or been defeated narrowly). Because the costs
of state unemployment insurance were so prohibitive, state business interests
needed little prodding: The threat of inconsistent or inequitable state law was
enough to inspire support for a federal solution. And although unemployment
insurance in individual firms and states was rare, its regulatory potential through
federal law (which could compel all firms and regions to participate) was
considerable. For these reasons, employers applied a decade of lessons learned
in administering private and state pensions most vigorously in their demands for
federal unemployment law.

Haphazardly and (as it would turn out) ineffectively, the SSA reflected the
longstanding concerns of a number of business interests: retailers and consumer
goods firms hoping to buttress aggregate demand; international sectors willing to
exchange wage and welfare concessions for freer trade; and fragmented, labor-
intensive sectors pressing for relief from competition, destabilizing levels of
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unionization, and regional inconsistency in welfare law. &dquo;The plea of certain
business interests that the time is not ripe [for social security] is a mistaken one,&dquo;
reasoned Swope, &dquo;so long as the legislation is applied on a nationwide basis, it
makes no difference to industry that unemployment insurance [and pensions] may
slightly increase costs.&dquo; Predictably, the SSA(especially in its pension provisions)
also dovetailed with existing company and state plans.

With business largely satisfied with the act’s regulatory purposes, debate was
confined to two issues: (1) &dquo;meritratings&dquo; that would allow firms with established
unemployment plans or records of stable employment to opt out of the SSA and
(2) employee contributions to the pension and unemployment programs. Marion
Folsom, pioneer of the Kodak and Rochester unemployment plans (and confidant
of Senator Wagner) led the charge for some form of merit rating. Others agreed
that the act should not &dquo;load the cost of seasonal employment upon the companies
that have succeeded in stabilizing employment.&dquo; The CES avoided the merit
rating issue in early 1935 and concentrated its efforts on getting the bill through
the House of Representatives in any form, &dquo;since there will ample time to get it
fixed up in the Senate.&dquo; Folsom renewed pressure for merit ratings while the bill
languished between the House and the Senate in May. When the Senate passed
their version in June, merit ratings were granted by the &dquo;Clark amendment,&dquo; which
then became the sticking point in six weeks of Senate-House conference debates.
Finally even Folsom admitted that such a provision was &dquo;quite futile,&dquo; adding that
&dquo;he would not be interested in attempting to handle his own plan to do the
government’s job.&dquo; Perhaps more importantly, private insurers repeatedly re-
minded Folsom and others that they would have little to do with company plans,
which by this time were considered a poor risk. The conference report dropped
the Clark amendment.

Business interests also pressed the issue of employee contributions (which
had been introduced as private plans proved costly and employee’s rights to
pension funds was strengthened by the courts). The CES and the Business
Advisory Council urged employee contributions when early estimates set the cost
of Social Security as high as 5 percent of payrolls. Swope and Walter Teagle
(Standard Oil) added that employee contributions would increase benefits and
encourage employee loyalty even if they did not ease the employer’s costs. Others
were opposed or indifferent to employee contributions, in part because they did
not bear on the problem of interstate competition that was central to the entire
program and in part because &dquo;contributions by employers are, in the long run,
passed on to consumers, while contributions paid by workers... cannot be shifted.&dquo;
These were weak objections in the face of an overwhelming push to spread the
costs of private welfare to competitors and to employees. The final draft en-
trenched the sharply regressive principle of employee contributions. 72
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The pension and unemployment provisions of the SSA were directed both at
laggard states and at laggard firms. The national payroll tax set up to fund the
unemployment program was designed &dquo;to stimulate state payroll levies&dquo; and

&dquo;remove the unfair competitive advantage&dquo; enjoyed by some states. The payroll
tax was &dquo;deposited with the Secretary of Treasury for safekeeping and manage-
ment,&dquo; and its proceeds were returned to the state upon passage of adequate
legislation. In this way, firms in all regions would bear the costs of unemployment
insurance while only those with existing (or frantically legislated) state programs s
would reap the benefits. State legislatures hurried the passage of skeletal legisla-
tion in an effort to take advantage of the &dquo;taxation angle.&dquo; As John Emery of the
protectionist and southern-dominated National Association of Manufacturers
(NAM) complained, the SSA &dquo;is intended not to produce revenue, but to produce
legislation.&dquo; The Social Security Administration itself drafted most of the state
laws. 73

The compulsory old-age benefit program (funded by employee and employer
contributions) was similarly designed to spread the costs of private and inconsis-
tently legislated state pensions among all states and competing firms. While the
SSA also included welfare provisions unconnected to private labor markets
(&dquo;destitute&dquo; old-age assistance and aid to dependent children and the blind),
debate over the costs and benefits of these programs was largely divorced from
consideration of the &dquo;business&dquo; provisions (unemployment insurance and payroll-
financed pensions). Most importantly, financial responsibility for purely &dquo;wel-
fare&dquo; programs was left entirely to the states: Federal aid was offered (en-
couraging states to channel funds into programs in which matching federal funds
were available), but no effort was made to compel states or firms to participate. 74

Legislators and business interests whose respective states had assumed wel-
fare burdens strongly supported the SSA. As H.W. Story of Milwaukee-based
Allis-Chalmers argued, the welfare system needed &dquo;some sort of compulsion
...we are already making contributions in Wisconsin and would like our compet-
itors to do likewise.&dquo; The Congressional delegations of Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Jersey, New York, and Ohio-states with significant pension liabilities-led
the fight for a federal law. And midwestem interests (including Robert Wood
[Sears, Roebuck] and the La Follettes of Wisconsin), dismayed at the deflationary
impact of New Deal banking legislation, hoped that &dquo;passage of the unemploy-
ment bill will be in itself a large inflationary measure, which will...depreciate the
dollar and lead to its ultimate revaluation.&dquo; Broader support came from the
renewed Democratic party, which had established a complex power base com-
posed of a rigid one-party south, disenchanted northern voters, and-most cru-
cially-a frantic and ill-coordinated coalition of northern industrial interests. 75

Business support for the SSA was also strong among profit-anxious, compet-
itive sectors that saw federal welfare law as both an extension of ill-fated
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experiments in welfare capitalism and a pragmatic response to state law they may
or may not have supported. Typical was a Wisconsin manufacturer who had
unsuccessfully opposed his state’s unemployment and pension laws and by 1935
was ready to up the ante by supporting a federal law, &dquo;[s]ince we are at such a
distinct disadvantage with our competitors in other states, you can readily see that
Wisconsin manufacturers, doing an interstate business, are more interested to see
that this social legislation becomes national in scope rather than restricted only
to our particular state.&dquo; After 1929, support also came from a number of leading
employers (represented by the business members of the CES, all of whom had
experimented with private welfare plans in the 1920s) who hoped that federal
unemployment insurance would both regulate competition and preempt more
radical state initiatives. Retailers had supported state welfare law and, because
those programs were threatened by the Depression, pressed federal action after
1929. For the most part, both those sectors that had supported state legislation and
those that had found that legislation destabilizing supported the federal act. 76

Business support for the SSA was far from uniform. But business opposition
reflected the disparate goals of different industries and competing firms and not
any generic business objection to the premises of public welfare. The SSA’s
strongest opponents were small firms. &dquo;It is one thing for Swope, Folsom, Leeds,
Lewisohn and me to accept the proposal of a tax on payroll... because our
companies can absorb the additional expense,&dquo; admitted Teagle, &dquo;but [it is] a horse
from a different garage with a great majority of the smaller employers.&dquo; The SSA
inspired spirited debates within the Chamber of Commerce, the NAM, and the
NICB, but the ability of smaller and regional firms to deadlock their peers on the
issue did little to counter widespread (if fragmented) business support for the S S A.
In keeping with its emphasis on a reduction in government expenditure, the NICB
opposed compulsory federal welfare-but employers among its membership
dissented sharply with the Board’s position. As one Chamber of Commerce
Director observed, the debate over social security was little more than &dquo;an issue
between certain [business] factions, particularly in the manufacturing end.&dquo; As
in the heyday of welfare capitalism and debates over state legislation, the
&dquo;business&dquo; position was characterized by material and competitive anxieties,
limited horizons, and a chronic distrust of the political institutions that businesses
consistently relied upon to solve their problems. 78

Political and economic opposition also came from the south, which feared
not only closing the wage gap but also disrupting tenancy, employment, and
political relations, and the racial premises of the southern economy. 79 For one
southern executive, the SSA was a tactic of &dquo;northern industrialists backed by
labor and the President against the South and its industrial development.&dquo; Senator
Harry Byrd (D, Va.) accused the Administration of &dquo;coercing the states to do what
the Federal Government desires, although the money originally comes from the
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states.&dquo; As the Depression bore heavily on regional economies, however, the
recalcitrance of southern politicos (who had pressed for relief without interfer-
ence in labor markets) softened. The Depression loosened the ties between
southern employers and southern congressional interests, as maximizing the flow
of federal relief and ensuring reelection proved more powerful incentives than
continued championship of the low-wage economy. Tempted by the partisan
coattails of the Roosevelt presidency and pressed by local necessity, southern
congressmen exacted one major concession-the exemption of agricultural labor
-and subscribed reluctantly to welfare regulation. 80 Somewhat ironically, the
south was so solidly and predictably Democratic that the political costs of
pointedly antisouth legislation were minimal. 81

Southern states hoped that superficial compliance with the SSA would affect
industrial competition as little as possible, and many of the state laws passed
hurriedly in 1935 were conditional on a widely anticipated constitutional test.
One Virginia employer complained to his state’s manufacturers’ association that,
if the SSA were found unconstitutional, any state that had passed the necessary
laws &dquo;would find itself committed to a system of pensions and of taxes developed
without reference to its particular needs...and probably without corresponding
legislation in a number of other states which are business competitors.&dquo; Con-
versely, the failure to pass laws meant that &dquo;industries in that particular State, and

employers in that particular State [would] suffer&dquo; if the SSA was upheld by the
courts. 82

Southern fears were allayed by the administration of the act. Despite its
complex (and often contradictory) business and regional strategies, the SSA did
little to transform industrial competition. The exception of agricultural workers
ensured that reserves of inexpensive labor would remain even as industrial wages
were pulled near northern standards. Further, as southern states scrambled to raise
revenue for matching federal grants, they relied on a limited and highly regressive
tax base. As one southern economist noted cynically, &dquo;[w]ho can say, for instance,
whether society gains or loses when, in order to give one aged person a pension
of $120 per year, it takes $2 apiece from 60 families subsisting on incomes of
$400 per year?&dquo; While the costs to southern industry increased, the SSA actually
widened the state-to-state disparity in welfare expenditure. 83 Over all, the funding
provisions of the SSA marked a significant retreat from the inconsistently pro-
gressive provisions of legislated or impending state laws and did little to stem
regional competition.

The combination of business pressures for a uniform welfare law and suc-

cessful business resistance to any responsibility for the costs of such a law
resulted, as William Leuchtenberg notes, in &dquo;an astonishingly inept and conser-
vative piece of legislation. &dquo;84 Indeed the ink was scarcely dry on the SSA’s final
draft before most business interests began to question the intent and impact of the
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new law. Small and southern business, ably represented by NAM, had consistently
questioned the premises of federal welfare law. This business opposition spread
quickly after 1935 and by the late 1930s included some of the earliest and
strongest proponents of federal social security. Business opposition to the New
Deal in general and the SSA in particular was a product of both the peculiar
dynamics of the American political economy and a tangible shift in New Deal
strategy after 1935.

The early New Deal (1933-1935) tried to satisfy the competitive and organ-
izational demands of virtually all business interests. This was the explicit purpose
of the NRA and the implicit purpose of subsequent attempts-including the
SSA-to give regulatory teeth to industry-wide agreements on competitive
practices, wages, and benefits. Business generally opposed this more interven-
tionist thrust in part because the material and managerial costs of regulation had
increased but primarily because neither the NRA nor its successors provided the
competitive stability or discipline they promised. Cutthroat competitors contin-
ued to flout federal standards; sharp regional wage differentials remained. In
short, the baldly contradictory macroeconomic, regulatory, and taxing goals (and
consequences) of the SSA reflected the immense political power and the chronic
shortsightedness and disunity of business interests.

More specifically, the political and economic efficacy of welfare-based
regulation was destroyed by the gradual (after 1935) and absolute (after 1945)
internationalization of the American economy. New Deal regulatory, labor, and
welfare policies were premised on a nationally protected economy. Competitive
costs, including wages and benefits, could be raised across an industry because-
as long as all firms were equally burdened~onsumers and marginal firms would
pay the direct cost of stability. As the 1930s wore on, international competition
(although only an issue in a few industries before 1945) undercut this reasoning
and pressed labor-intensive industries and firms, as soon as they faced interna-
tional competition, to abandon the regulatory strategy of federal social security.

The Social Security Act (now widely considered a monument to antibusiness
policy and bureaucratic excess) was shaped by profound sectoral and regional
imbalances in the industrial economy, by the regulatory efforts of competitive
industries in the 1920s and, as &dquo;the state&dquo; intervened at various levels, by the
asymmetry between the economic and political foci of regulation. Although
spurred in large part by reform and class pressures in the trough of a general
depression, the SSA also reflected the efforts of industrial and regional interests
who hoped federal welfare law would rationalize disparate experiments in state
and private welfare and spread the costs of these experiments among all compet-
ing states and firms. Federal welfare law would, in turn, &dquo;bear most heavily on
part-time operators&dquo; and force &dquo;inefficient producers,&dquo; as Sidney Hillman of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers noted, &dquo;to pay for their reserve labor supply.&dquo;
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Swope promised the Senate in 1931 that federal social security legislation would
serve &dquo;to compel the recalcitrant minority.&dquo; Wagner concurred three years later
that the &dquo;chief merit&dquo; of the SSA &dquo;is that it will exert a profound influence upon
the stabilization of industry.&dquo;87

Federal welfare followed the failure of private plans and the distressingly
inconsistent policies followed by individual states. &dquo;We believe the only way
legislation might relieve any competitive conditions,&dquo; argued a beleaguered New
York employer in 1928, &dquo;is to have workmen’s’ compensation, health insurance,
old age pensions and similar welfare legislation under the jurisdiction of the
Federal Government The Social Security Act directly reflected the concerns
of such employers. Although New Deal welfare policy would quickly lose
credibility as a business strategy under the pressures of international competition,
the disappointment of its proponents should not be confused with opposition to
its premises. The misery of the 1930s pressed reformers, voters, politicians,
workers, and unions to support federal welfare law-but a key role was played
by a scattered coalition of business interests who viewed federal welfare not only
as a response to these groups but also as a solution to the ravages of economic

competition and federated economic regulation.
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